
Designed to hunt and destroy tanks, the Apache attack

helicopter has significantly improved the Army's

operational capability.

In addition to the distinctive Longbow radar located

above the rotor blades, this aircraft is equipped with a day

TV system, thermal imaging sight and direct view optics.

IN SERVICE DATE

2001

 

MAXIMUM SPEED

330 KPH

 

ENGINE

2 X 850SHP ROLLS ROYCE RTM-322

ARMAMENT

 

16 X HELLFIRE MISSILES

76 X 2.75 CRV-7 ROCKETS

1,200 X 30MM CANNON ROUNDS

4 X AIR-TO-AIR MISSILES

AH-64 Apache



The Army Wildcat Mk1 helicopter will perform a range of

tasks on the battlefield including reconnaissance,

command and control, transportation of troops and

material, and the provision of force protection. 

It is fitted with new Light Helicopter Turbine Engine

Company (LHTEC) CTS800-4N engines, which are

significantly more powerful than those in the current Lynx,

enabling it to operate in extreme conditions and at high

altitudes.

ENGINE

LIGHT HELICOPTER TURBINE ENGINE COMPANY

(LHTEC) CTS800-4N

 

MAXIMUM SPEED

291 KPH

 

AIRCREW

3

Wildcat Mk1



The Gazelle was first produced in 1968 under an Anglo-

French agreement between Westlands and Aerospatiale.

The Gazelle, fondly referred to as the "whistling chicken

leg", has proved an incredibly reliable observation and

reconnaissance helicopter for many years.

Although, having only one engine, it is not as powerful as

many others, but its lightweight chassis offsets any deficit

it might have. Advantages include its small agile nature,

and its unparalleled visibility from the cockpit.

ENGINE

1 X TURBOMECA ASTAZOU III N2 592 SHP

 

MAX SPEED

311 KPH

 

MAX MASS

1900 KG

Westland Gazelle



The Bell 212 is used by the Army Air Corps in the jungle

areas of Brunei.

A winch on the side of the aircraft also enables medical

evacuation in otherwise difficult terrain.

Consequently the Bell 212 is currently employed in

predominantly jungle areas where its performance is a

great advantage.

Bell 212



The Squirrel is a variant of the AS350 Ecureuil civil

helicopter.

The relatively modern aircraft is the training helicopter of

choice for both the Defence Helicopter Flying School and

the Operational Training Phase of flying at Middle Wallop.

This single engine helicopter is the perfect platform for

instructing all the different flying techniques required of

new pilots.

Squirrel


